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Courses

Biography

Beginning her career in dentistry as an unpaid intern, Holly Mitchell has worked her way up to becoming a nationally recognized 
practice manager,  consultant, and public speaker, leading her own dental practice to Inc. 5000’s list of America’s Fastest Growing 
Companies for five years in a row. 

She is the CEO of Central Park West Dentistry in New York, and the Founder of the LeadWell Network, a consulting company 
combining practice  management, peer executive coaching, life coaching, behavioral health resources, and a wellness retreat to 
create a total shift in the mindset and habits of a leader. 

She is a Master Practitioner in Neuro-linguistic Programming and has a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Theatre from NYU’s Tisch School of 
the Arts. Holly’s dynamic speaking style makes people laugh, cry, and get out of their seats, then go home and hug their loved ones.

Storytelling in Dentistry

Our stories shape who we are and how we see the world. What can we gain from our stories, and what can we give to others? How do our 
experiences make us better clinicians, leaders, partners, and friends? How can our stories help us be more influential, relatable, and successful in our      
businesses, and draw greater satisfaction and meaning in our lives?

Course Objectives

• Understand the universal protagonist
• Learn how to appreciate different characters’ perspectives
• Identify ways to use stories to increase case acceptance
• Improve team culture by using origin stories and company lore

Culture Transformation: The 3C Formula for Practice Success

What is culture? It’s the way we think, our habits, the way we feel about ourselves and others, what we choose to focus on, what we choose to talk 
about, and the way we talk about it. Culture determines the quality of our decisions, the quality of our relationships, our satisfaction, and ultimately 
become the legacy we leave behind.

Course Objectives

• Learn to replace reactivity with compassion, curiosity, and creativity
• Understand the drama triangle and how to diffuse it
• Define your company culture, and the anti-culture, and a process to hold the team accountable to your core values
• Learn to change your thought patterns to improve your mood, improve relationships, and make better decisions
• Improve the quality of your conversations and meetings

Designing a Memorable Patient Experience

The average practice has a conversion rate of only 50%. They could grow so much faster if they were able to delight patients so they were com-
pelled to return. What makes patients have a positive memory of their experience? What makes them say yes to treatment, refer their friends, and 
come back? Together, we’ll design a patient  experience process that is clear for all parties, easy to execute efficiently and consistently, patient and 
colleague friendly, and memorable, resulting in great case acceptance and patient retention. 

Course Objectives

• Understand the 3 elements of a memorable patient experience
• Design the patient experience using the Disney imagineer method
• Define contingency plans
• Roleplay the patient experience
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